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ABSTRACT
Deep Convolutional Networks have been very successful in visual
recognition tasks recently. Previous works visualize learned features at different layers o help people to understand how CNNs learn
visual recognition tasks. However they do not help to accelerate
the training process. We use Paraview to provides both qualitative
and quantitative visualization that help understand the learning
procedure, tune the learning parameters and direct merging and
pruning of neural networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Deep Convolutional Networks (AlexNet [2] etc.)have been very successful in visual recognition and natural language processing tasks.
1 The
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Lots of previous works aimed to help people to understand why
those biology-inspired networks achieved such good performances.
Deconvnet[5], Guided propagation[3] and a comprehensive visualization tool box[4] aimed to help people to understand the learned
features at different layers of the networks. These works greatly
support the biology origin and provided understanding of how
convolutional networks emulate visual recognition tasks.
Post-pruning the networks have been proposed to address energy
and memory concerns Denton et al. [1]. Tensorboard provides a lot
of visualization tools for networks built from tensorflow framework.
But most of the visualizations and analytics it provides are posttraining statistics. The on-line analysis and tuning during training
still largely remains in black-boxes.
We us Paraview and Matplotlib to study the network as a dynamic system and treat its learning process as the evolution of
parameters. By visualization of the evolution of network’s parameters, we find out similarities between convolution filters. We then
merge and prune the redundant filters during the training. This is
an attempt to use visualization as a facility to find optimal hyperparameters of deep convolutional networks.

2

THE METHOD AND DATASET

We study networks as dynamic systems. We use Paraview to visualize weights,gradients,and activations in different layers.
Paraview is an open-source data analysis and visualization application which is more often used in large scientific simulation.
It has the capabilities of provide interactive and in-situ analysis
on extremely large datasets using distributed memory computing
resources. For the purpose of proof of concept, we use a network
similar to the LeNet-5 to learn the MNIST dataset(Fig. 1).

3

EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We use Paraview 5.2.0, Python Matplotlib for the visualization.
The convolution network is built in tensorflow. All experiments
were carried out on Darwin cluster in the Los Alamos National
Laboratory.
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Figure 1: (Left)The LeNet-5. (Right)The MNIST dataset: images of hand written digits.

3.1

Visualize Weights

Paraview support the display of time-series and in-situ image rendering(Fig. 2). The evolution of weights can also be visualized in
animations. In cases the learning rate is too high, it is easy to see
weights get stuck within a short period of time.

Figure 4: Left: Activation layer-1 and 2. Right: Heatmap of
activations’ correlation in layer-1 and 2.

Figure 2: Convolution filters in layer-1 at 0, 4k and 8k steps.
Colored boxes represent weights. Red is more positive, blue
is more negative.

3.2

Visualize L2norms

We concatenate weights into long weight vectors in each layer and
compute their L2norms to see the distance between initial positions
and local optimal. It looks like a high dimensional random walk.
Figure 5: We merged similar filters during training. Colors
indicate similarities. After 20 epochs, 16 filters reduced to
12.
It is beneficial to build an interactive mechanism to facilitate the
training of more complex networks in the future.
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